
Comrades, I greet you on the occass i on of the first NGC since the launching of the
'UDF in August 1983 .
I greet you i n the name of the leading patriots who continue to inspire us from
Robben Island, Poi smoor Prison and i n exile .
I greet you i n the name of comrade? 4 eel son Mandel a, Walter Si sul u, Govan Mbeki,
Ahemd kathrada and

	

man w o continue to contribute to the struggle for
liberation from outside our borders.

We are meeting i n a critical stage of our history, at a time when there have been
important developments i n the ranks of the democratic forces and i n that of the
enemy camp, those struggling to maintain apartheid .

What is the task of the Front at a meeting of this nature? We believe that we
need to :-

1 . Understand the current stage of our struggle . In other words we need to
appreciate the context within which we are now operating .

2 . We Need then, to take account of changes in the objective conditions . In other
words, the modes of domination and exploitation, the changes in the way
that our people are being oppressed and exploitated . We also need to
understand the changing strenghts and weaknesses within our own ranks and that
of the forces of apartheid .

3 . We need then to appreciate changes in the composition of the enemy camp, and
look at the changes in the way the enemy is working today, and formulate a
fresh and dynamic approach to our own allies and potential allies .

This is the time to frankly consider what we have expereinced in the last 18 months .
We can proudly acclaim our victories . But we must, in a conference like this,
honestly admit our errors and weaknesses . On the basis of such a frank appraisal we
can map out a path for our immediate campaigns, and also for our long-term struggles .

On the basis of a correct characterisation, a proper understanding of the present
phase of our struggle, we must formulate our key objectives and overall approach .

This will enable us to develop creative strategies and tactics . This will give us
the capacity to seize the initiative, to make new and decisive interventions .

On this basis, we will be able to plan the campaigns through which we will take
our struggle forward .

But before we can go any further, I wish to draw your attention to certain
observations .

I do this in the belief that we meet here today as democrats who are serious about
the struggle, who have a genuine concern for our unity, and a clear realisation
that we meet at a time of serious crises in our own ranks .

We must warn ourselves that unless certain indisciplens in our ranks are eliminated,
our own organisations are threatened with disunity and division .

For us to have a successful NGC, all forms of regionalism, individualism, cl i qui sm
must be stopped .

We have important decisions to make this weekend - it is the task of every single
comrade present at this NGC to ensure that we emerge as one united family i n the
interest of our peoples' struggle . Remember that we meet not in our individual
capacities, but ar activists of a peoples front . Let us resolve our differences in
a comradely spirit .



The i9lb~rising created a crises for the partheid state . Wholesale bloodshed
temporarily contained mass resistance . It was necessary to provide a more long-term
strategy which would widen the power base of the regime . Instead of whites ruling
alone , staffing most of the civil service, police force and SADF, The new strategy
initiated by the 1983 constitution would try to draw in sections of the oppressed
comunity. It is aimed to split the unity of black resistance, to co-opt sections
of the Indian and Coloured community, to help in maintaining apartheid in general , and
in particular the exclusion of the African majority .

Linked to the constitution were the Koornhoff Bills . Their effect was to spell out
the implications of african exclusion from the tri-cameral parliament . Not only
were they to be declared foreigners i n the land of their birth , to realise their
political aspirations in the bantustans and other puppet structures . In additon the
Koornhoff legislation provided for tighter control over urban Africans, yet also
sought to intensify divisions between urban and rural people . It also depended on
ever-increasing uprooting and forced removals of African communities .

T is confronted the democratic movement with a major threat and an urgent task to
ustrate this process . At that point we had to deal with the question of how best to

develop the maximum participation of all the oppressed and democratic people in
the struggle against this legislation .

Because a handful of activists are not going to librate S .A. ; we had to ask ;in
the concrete conditions of 1983, how would we best mobilise the brand masses .

What were the conditions that led to the decision to form the UDF - a popular Front .
These were : -

•

	

The low level of political organisation existing at the time .
•

	

Limited regional co-ordination .
•

	

Very limited number of political organisations i n existence .

These factors made it impossible to seriously contemplate the formation of a single
political organisation . The creation of a united front enabled us to base the new
front structure on existing political, community , women, student, church, worker and
youth organisations . It also provided impetus for the proliferation of new
organisations .

Instead of various sectors of our struggle maintaining their opposition to apartheid
in relative isolation, the UDF, while retaining the distinctive qualities of each
affiliate, provided the poss i bi 1 ty, for greater unity i n our opposition .

We can justly claim major victories for our struggle through the

	

ewe UDF .
•

	

We have successfully reached out and mobilised freedom loving people in all

corners of our land .
•

	

We have shown S .A . and the world that this government ,its new constitution and
puppet leaders-do not enjoy the support of the masses .

	

~
•

	

The D ~~ ~ .U F has effectiveAmobilised progressive sectors of the community to oppose
apartheid and destroy the myth that P .W . reforms are meaningful change .

•

	

Tie people of the Vaal , Crossroads and Ui tenhage , demonstrated i n their courage
-k' the Botha regime is not interested in meeting the demands of our people .-~ EBullets and the massecaring of our people have been their response to -ear people c
cal 1 ita~ for peace and justice .
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Weaknesses :
1 . : Capaci ty to build organisational structures which will enable us to take up

issues affecting the people in a most effective manner .
* To cultivate the quality of our 1 eadershi p, both at leadership and activists level .
To ensure that our structures will be strengthended - that they are able to
withstand repressive measures of ~~re state .

We have, however other weaknesses related to inexperience, limited understanding
as well as handling political issues . - due to lack of training at activist
level .

2 .

4 .

6 .

3 . Lack of political, theoretical understanding, clarity - leads to limited
understanding of the basic issues . This is also due to inadequate training of our
activists . Lack of common understadi ng and approach leads to unequal development
and differences in the way we see issues . Therefore, different conceptions of
issues like the centrality of the Mr can masses i n our struggle, working class
leadership, etc . The overcoming of this weakness is essential for the development
of our unity.

We have not maximised participation of peoples organisations in the Front .
Broaden out - specially Trade Unions .
Even participation of affiliates is limited . In our decision making we must find
the balance between maximum participation and the need to respond to issues
quickly .

5 . Regionalism and factionalism .

We have not articulated our alternatives and demands clearly . This must become
part of our challenge to the state .
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In order to move to t4i higher ievelt of organisation, we need to understand and
implement the slogans of the NEC that was adopted for this conference . :

FROM PROTEST TO CHALLNEGE ; FROM MOBILISATION TO ORGANISATION .

What do we mean by these words?

By Protest, we mean a state of affairs where one articulates disapproval of a
particular issue or even a system . There is a proud tradition of protest in
this country, going back to the end of the 19th century .

By Challenge, we mean a situation where one takes on the state in certain arenas,
whet one attempts , as far as possible to f ustrate its efforts , prevents its advances,
face i t to retreat, and i f possible, cut of all its lines of retreat . Recent
examples are the ANTI-Saic campaign, the anti-Constitution campaign, The Soweto
uprisings, the resistance in Langa, Crossroads, The Vaal, the boycott of gutter
educate on,

	

~ ~~. ( , z ,;/

Where that challis9a has sometimes been spontaneous, our job is to transform it into~
a conscious process, planned as part of coherent strategy .

We need also to expand the base of our challenge . We have not yet. developed a
sufficiently coherent approach to take up the issues most affecting the African people,
especially the working class and people on the land or those being forced off the
land .
This conference needs to pay particular attention to these issues .

It is not sufficient for us to harness a massive force . We must know where to direct
it . We must..-be capable of co-ordinating it and it must be capable of achieving its
objectiv2 .

There is no point if we are capable of challenging the state, in striking at the
point where it is strongest . tWe need to harness our forces in such a way that we
can strike at the wea st 1 inky n the a artheid chain .P

	

1 1

	

v

We need then to develop a cpacity that we do not yet command . This entails an

	

-~'
ability to assess where the apartheid structure is at its weakest . It ,also means
marshalling our forcess and ebrng able to co-ordiante and direct them accurately .

b c=:
1/i

r

Where such a challange is adegautely co-ordianted, we can start the process towards
the achievement of our fundamental goals . Where we can present such a sustained and
organised, systematic challange, we can start the process whereby one moves as closer
towards the transformation of S .A . from a racist tyranny towards a democratic
state .

If we want to achieve this goal, if we even want to intiate this process, we need
to start a much more sustained effort to build unity within our own ranks . We cannot
even contemplate taking our struggle to a higher level if we do not overcome our
regional divisions and factionalism . We need to build greater unity .

.
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